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DIUx  accelerates commercial innovation in the 
Department of Defense to solve our nation’s 
toughest defense problems 
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BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATIONS  RELEVANT TO DoD
—





…are given to DIUx’ers with diverse 
backgrounds
…to pilot and transition 
commercial technologies
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DIUx PORTFOLIOS
—





Life Sciences Space AutonomyAI & Machine 
Learning
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ACCESSING INNOVATION ACROSS THE U.S.





4 Offices (SV, 
Boston, Austin, 
DC)
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$1 DIUx : $3 DoD
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ADDITIONAL 
SLIDES
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COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS OPENING 
(CSO) VS. FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATIONS (FAR)
—
FAR
Complicated fbo.gov solicitation 18+ 
months to award 
Protestable award
Set payment milestones 
Gov’t terms/conditions required 
Stringent IP/data rights
DCAA accounting standards 
Sole source procurement difficult 
CSO
Simple diux.mil solicitation
<60 days to award
Unprotestable award
Negotiable payment milestones 
Negotiable terms/conditions 
Negotiable IP/data rights 
Commercial accounting standards
Sole source justification for 
follow on procurement
VS
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THE  DoD INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
—
DARPA: Breaking barriers in science 
and technology to prevent and create 
strategic surprise In-Q-Tel: Investing in companies 
that modify  commercial 
technology  for intelligence 
missions
SCO: Repurposing existing military 
systems and capabilities 
Rapid Capability Prototyping Offices: 
Developing, deploying, or modifying 
military systems  
DIUx: Applying 
commercial technology 
not currently used by the 
department to warfighter 
needs
DoD Labs: Basic and applied 
R&D
DoD’s University Research 
Initiative: Basic and applied 
R&D 
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“I think it’s [DIUx] a very good idea, it should be 
sustained and it’s a good initiative there, because we need 
to accentuate and accelerate innovation for the application 
of commercial products out there for the 
military…There’s no question in my mind.”
“Candidly, it’s a bit early in terms of tangible benefits. 
They haven’t been stood up very long. This isn’t the kind 
of stuff you sprinkle the magic dust on and get magic 
solutions. These guys haven’t been in operation for all 
that long.” 
“I think it’s a very good idea. I think there are some 
tweaks to it. I’ve provided some of that feedback back to 
the Department of Defense ... let’s give it a little bit of 
space here, let’s give them some running room.”
General Mark A. Milley, Chief of Staff of the Army
Ronald Reagan National Defense Forum, December 3, 2016
As reported by Defense News
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
—
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WHO WE ARE – OUR COLLECTIVE BACKGROUNDS
—





…are given to DIUx experts with diverse 
backgrounds
…to pilot and transition 
commercial technologies
